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Contact Details
& Advice Clinics
Our Office

Local Advice Clinics

Ballymun Community Law Centre

Local Employment Office

Unit 1A Shangan Neighbourhood Centre,

First Tuesday of every month:

Shangan Road,

Civic Centre, Main Street,

Ballymun,

Ballymun.

Dublin 9.
Tel: (01) 862 58 05
Fax: (01) 891 68 48
Email: info@bclc.ie
Website: www.bclc.ie
Opening Hours
Monday to Friday: 9am - 1pm, 2pm - 5pm.

10am - 12 noon.
Ballymun Library
Second Tuesday of every month:
Ballymun Road.
10am - 12 noon.
Poppintree Sports Centre
Third Tuesday of every month:
Poppintree.
10am - 12 noon.
Ballymun Child & Family Resource Centre
Fourth Tuesday of every month:
Shangan Green,
Ballymun .
10am - 12 noon.
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Board of Directors
& Staff

Directors

Staff

Chairperson

Legal Executive – Full time Job Initiative Programme

Catherine Hickey

Christina Beresford

Vice-chairperson

Project Officer – 2.5 days a week

Karl Murphy (resigned in June 2019)

Sonya Keniry

Secretary

Managing Solicitor – Full time

Fiona Gallagher

Gary Lee

Antoinette Doyle
Valerie O’Carroll

Managing Solicitor – Maternity Leave
Mikayla Sherlock

Paula Reynolds (appointed February 2019)

Solicitor / Legal Education Coordinator – 3 days a week

Frank Murphy

Frank Murphy

Paul Kane (deceased 23rd February 2019)
Fiona Gallagher
(resigned as Director in June 2019)

Manager – 3 days a week
Ciara Murray
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Chairperson’s
Report

“Our mission is to work towards
on equal human rights and social
justice, and to support the people
of Ballymun to access justice as a
human right.”

3
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2019 saw a number of changes in the Law Centre.
Sadly, on 23rd February our director Paul Kane died aged 87 years. Paul had been with the Law
Centre since the beginning and was an activist of long-standing in the Ballymun community,
campaigning for changes to combat poverty and exclusion experienced by many in the area.

In June our Vice Chairperson, Karl Murphy, stepped
down. We wish him well and thank him for his contribution
as a Director over the years.
We were delighted that Paula Reynolds joined the Board
in February 2019. Paula is committed to seeing access to
justice become a reality for the Ballymun community and
she will be a valuable supports to the Board in relation to
service development.
Throughout 2019 the Law Centre represented clients in a
variety of civil law cases and provided legal information
and advice to local people and organisations. Legal
matters involving family, housing and employment law
continue to dominate the needs of those presenting to
the service.
As in previous years our Legal Education Programme
provided a range of courses including Child and Family
Law Courses and a variety of lunchtime talks.
In 2019 the Law Centre continued to participate as an
active member of the Independent Law Centres Network,
the national network of 8 Independent Law Centres in
Ireland. In the latter part of the year the Network
endorsed Gary Lee, our Managing Solicitor, to run in the
Law Society Council election. Gary was elected to the
Council in November 2019.

Much of the work of the Law Centre could not be
delivered without our volunteers; mediators, barristers,
teachers, lecturers, and organisation leaders. To all our
volunteers, thank you for your generosity of time and
on-going dedication to provide legal, education and
alternative dispute resolution services to the people of
Ballymun. A particular mention must be given to Orla
Brennan who left the mediation service in 2019. Orla was
one of our first volunteer mediators and her commitment
over the years ensured the development of an effective
and professional mediation service for the Ballymun
community.
In 2019, Dublin City Council continued to fund us through
the Social Regeneration Programme as well as providing
us with modern fit for purpose office premises in Shangan
Neighbourhood Centre. We are very grateful to Dublin
City Council for their ongoing support.
I would also like to thank the members of the Law Society
of Ireland who generously support the Law Centre.
Finally, I would like to thank my fellow board members
and the staff team at the Law Centre for their support
throughout the year.

Catherine Hickey
Chairperson, Ballymun Community Law Centre.
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Community activist – Paul Kane (28th April 1932 – 23rd February 2019)
The Law Centre suffered a huge loss in February 2019 with the death of one of our founding
directors Paul Kane who remained an active director to the day of his death. Only his short illness
prevented his regular visits to the office, occasions when his good words for the staff
were a source of inspiration to all.

Born in 1932 he went to Sisters of Charity Convent School
in Milltown. Sadly, he was only 5 years old when his
brother drowned and his mother died when he was 10.
The family moved into St. Ultan’s Flats in Charlemont
Street until they got a house in Bluebell.
During the 1946 teachers strike Paul left school and
commenced work. Later he went to England to work. His
innate sense of justice permeated his union work and he
became father of the SOGAT chapel in a closed shop
printing works in Leyton.

His passion for knowledge was evident in his enthusiastic
participation in all the law courses. While the lecturers
provided the academic theory, Paul in his own words
recounted the lived experience of human rights.
We are truly fortunate to have had Paul on the board of
Ballymun Community Law Centre he will remain an
inspiration to us all in our daily work.

Returning to Dublin in 1969, he came to stay with his
brother’s family in Ballymun where he remained for the
rest of his life. His love of books, particularly westerns,
made him a regular in the local library which he loved and
the bookshops around town.
Becoming an unemployed OAP in 1998 Paul volunteered
with Ballymun Mens Centre, BCON, Ballymun Oral History,
North East Education Forum, Men on the Go, Ballymun
Human Rights Group, Ballymun Estate Pensioners
Associations and more.
When somebody asked would he volunteer with the Law
Centre he agreed readily. From the first day he was totally
committed to the work of the law centre. Believing in
access to justice for all, he was a keen contributor to the
centre’s activities.
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Paul Kane pictured with President Mary Robinson at the Launch
of Ballymun Community Law Centre 2003 Annual Report

Our Mission,
Values & Strategic
Objectives

“We understand your legal problems
and we are here to help.”
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Mission
Our mission is to empower the community of Ballymun to exercise their rights and achieve social justice
and equality. To do this we provide accessible legal, educational and alternative dispute resolution
services.

Values

1. Legal Services

We are an independent community organisation committed
to increasing access to the law. To meet this commitment
our work is delivered with the following core values:

•

•

Social justice

•

Equality

•

Integrity

•

Independence

Provision of legal advice, advocacy and
representation services to the people of Ballymun.

•

Providing advice and assistance by way of general
advice and information, and referrals to other services
as appropriate.

2. Legal Education & Training
Our Strategic Objectives

•

Providing legal education and training to facilitate
greater community legal knowledge and to support
the progression of Ballymun residents into legal

Increase community engagement. Communicate
effectively with the Ballymun community in order
to increase the number of people we serve and
appropriately meet their needs.
Build organisational resilience. Improve and
consolidate our administrative systems, work
practices and governance to ensure efficiency,
maximum output, high professional standards,
and legal compliance.
Develop relationships. Identify and engage with
supporters of the Law Centre, communicating
effectively the need and benefit of investing in
a community-based law centre.

education and the legal professions. This objective
is delivered through a legal education programme
which is accessible to participants from other
communities.

3. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
services and training
•

Promotion of mediation as a concept for dispute
resolution in Ballymun.

•

Provision of peer, family and community mediation
services using trained volunteer mediators.

•

Provision of accredited mediation education
and training.
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Working with Key Stakeholders
The Law Centre continues to be an active participant in the Independent Law Centre Network
(ILCN) and other networks such as Ballymun Community Organisations Network (BCON).

In October the ILCN endorsed our Managing
Solicitor Gary Lee to run as a candidate for
the Law Society Council election. We were
delighted when Gary was elected and hope
that this will provide an opportunity to
increase the commitment of the legal
profession to tackling legal disadvantage.

Law Centre Staff pictured attending the
official opening of the Free Legal Advice
Centres (FLAC) offices by President
Michael D Higgins.
Pictured from left to right: Sonya Keniry
(Project Officer), Christina Beresford (Legal
Executive), Michael D Higgins (President of
Ireland), Ciara Murray (Law Centre Manager)

Our strategic plan for 2020 – 2022 was finalised in 2019. This is now published on our website.
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Legal Services

“No one was listening to me, I had nowhere to turn.
I didn’t know the Landlord was not allowed to evict me.
The advice and representation you gave meant that
I could keep my home.
I can’t thank you enough, without the Law Centre
I’d be out on the street.”
Legal services client.
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Legal Services
Ballymun Community Law Centre provides legal advice, information and representation services to
the people of Ballymun. The main areas of civil law that we work in are: housing, debt, consumer,
equality, health, social welfare and employment. The Law Centre also delivers an information and
advice service in the area of family law.

•

In 2019 the Law Centre held 43 legal outreach clinics in Ballymun and 44 family law clinics.

•

In 2019 family, employment and housing law issues were the main areas of enquiry.

•

In 2019 a significant cohort of clients presented with vulnerabilities requiring support services in addition
to legal support. Specifically, referrals to mental health support and counselling services.

•

In 2019 the Law Centre dealt with 618 legal matters, a 33% increase when compared to 2018.

Legal Information & Assistance
The legal information service we provide refers to once off contacts with our office. Legal information is provided by our
legal executive. Many of these queries are referred to us from other agencies, or people make contact based on word of
mouth referrals from those who have used the service in the past.
People often contact the office for explanation, clarification and reassurance with respect to legal issues and legal
proceedings; for example, a person may contact the centre in some distress, unable to articulate the specifics of their
legal problem. Our legal executive will provide information and assistance and refer the matter internally to our solicitor
where required. Frequent areas of enquiry relate to family law matters.

Information & Assistance
In 2019 there were 368 once
off contacts made to BCLC
from people looking for legal
information and assistance.
This is a 23% increase
compared to the previous
year. The largest areas
of enquiry are family,
employment and housing
related matters.

Education

5

Consumer

2

Debt

4

Employment

29

Family

139

Housing

32

Tort

11

Wills and Probate

15

Mediation

30

Criminal

16

Social Welfare

22

Miscellaneous

63

Total

368
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Outreach Clinic Queries

64

2018: 116
2019: 162

32

16

8

4

2

Misc.

Wills / Probate

Tort

Social Welfare

Housing

Family

Education

Employment

Debt

Consumer
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Outreach Advice Clinics
Throughout 2019 the Law Centre continued to provide regular and accessible free legal advice clinics in the community.
Forty three clinics took place over the course of the year. This number does not include the family law clinics. A review
of the statistics from the outreach clinics reveals the highest demand for legal information and advice is in the area of
housing, family and employment law. The miscellaneous category includes matters that might arise on a few occasions,
or issues that can be appropriately referred to another service. This category includes: company/commercial, nursing
home/health, capacity, conveyancing, immigration, criminal, finance, anti-social behaviour/community safety.
Where we can provide further assistance by way of representation or mediation services, the matter is referred
internally for follow up.
It continues to be the case that the queries and cases undertaken by the Law Centre are complicated by the nature of the
problems faced by the community and the challenge of navigating multiple administrative systems and organisations in
order to address the issues that present. Furthermore, of those presenting there is a significant cohort who require
ancillary support services such as mental health supports, mediation and family support services and counselling.
The vulnerability of many clients therefore requires a more holistic approach to service delivery.

Housing Law
Housing related matters are the second most common category of enquiry presenting. As the housing demographic in the
community is predominantly social housing tenancies, this is reflected in the nature of the enquiries. Often the issues are
complex and can relate to eviction, rent and supply/access issues. Allied to this are enquiries that concern local authority
and private tenancy issues concurrently. This is due to the increase in the number of people accessing the Housing
Assistance Payment (HAP) as a social housing support.

Employment Law
The issues that arose in this area predominantly concerned constructive and unfair dismissal. In this context there were
notable instances where a transfer of undertakings had occurred, where a new employer took over a business or a service
contract and difficulties arose for the existing employees. These difficulties included regarding the new employer seeking
to terminate employment contracts and or implement significant changes to existing job specifications. Other legal issues
that presented concerned failure to provide a safe workplace, failure to provide accommodation for employees with
disabilities and holiday entitlements.
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Family Law Clinics
There were 44 family law clinics held in 2019. The clinics take place every Wednesday and attendance is by appointment
only. The service covers all areas that fall within the family law category. The clinics provide advice on legislation and
procedures and information on family mediation is also provided. A client might present with multiple issues; for example,
an enquiry about child maintenance and a matter relating to access and/or guardianship rights. Our aim in providing the
service is to ensure that clients are more empowered and informed in relation to family law matters particularily in
circumstances where they will be accessing other legal services, mediation and/or dealing with family court proceedings.
Where appropriate referrals are made to the Legal Aid Board and/private solicitors and other relevant agencies.
• !"#$%&'
In 2019 there was a 67% increase in the number of clients presenting at the family law
and outreach clinics seeking advice and information on family law matters.
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Another key factor is that pro bono
hours now count as ‘billable’ in some
leading firms, such as Arthur Cox and
A&L Goodbody. Gary describes this as
‘revolutionary’, because it stabilises feeearner pressure to reach income targets.

)

Other

Cohabitation

Nullity

ith these changes, there is
a shift away from seeing
charitable work as ‘shaking a
bucket’, to helping people practically by
offering experience and expertise.
The very obvious way for law firms
to help the disadvantaged is to provide
their expertise, for instance, in the area of
housing or social welfare.
Childcare

Safety

Barring

Divorce

Separation

Maintenance

The attitude to pro bono work is also
changing with growing globalisation, he
believes.
The philanthropic reflex of US-based
businesses, and thereby their multinational
branches, has changed the charitable
culture in Ireland. Any law firm doing
business with a US multinational may now
have to produce their corporate social
responsibility programme for inspection,
Gary says.
Multinationals will have definite ideas
about which type of company they want
to do business with, and they will be
looking for a ‘values-match’ before signing
contracts.
Guardianship

#$%$&'$(
He questions why lawyers have a moneygrabbing reputation, since pro bono work
is almost built into the legal profession’s
DNA.

Custody

Access

the rise in difficulties. Where supports are
8 it can create a
withdrawn from communities,
vacuum,” he says.
All Law Society members already can
4
financially assist the Ballymun centre’s
work by ticking the box on the form when
renewing their practising certs.
2 “We are
operating on a shoestring, but we also get
very good practical support from the Law
Library as well,” Gary says.1

From left: Christina Beresford (legal
executive), Gary Lee (managing solicitor)
and Sonya Keniry (project officer)
!"#$%&$'()*+#+%,-#.)/0+1(0)+2+34&$5+67)8(#9):++)/;('(1$'1)%-0$3$&-#6)('.)<-'9()=+'$#9)/>#-?+3&)-,,$3+#6
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Legal Education
Programme

Our late director Paul Kane was passionate about knowledge “…from the day you’re born to the day you’re
carried out in a box, it’s all up here ….You have to find some way of knowing.
Knowledge is everything.”
Paul Kane
Born 28th April 1932 – Died 23rd February 2019
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Legal Education Programme
Our Legal Education Programme for 2019 was managed, and in many cases delivered, by Mr Frank Murphy
with the assistance of Christina Beresford. A number of presenters gave their time freely to the Law Centre,
their generosity reflected in the diversity and richness of the programme we were able to deliver.
In 2019 we were delighted to have Professor Gerry Whyte of Trinity College School of Law to deliver a comprehensive
course on the Social Welfare Code. The Law Centre also offered introductory courses in Family Law and Child Law as
well as facilitating a Law Club at Trinity Comprehensive School.

Lunchtime Talk Series & Seminars
In January 2019 the Law Centre staff hosted a roundtable workshop for people in the area who are living with homelessness.
The aim of the round table was to provide advice and information on relevant legal matters and to listen and discuss key
issues affecting people.
In April Frank Murphy, Solicitor, provided a talk in Ballymun Library on the Legal System in Ireland and a Q and A session on
topical legal issues. Also in April our Managing Solicitor, Gary Lee, delivered a talk at a conference in the Ballymun Axis
Centre on Community Justice – the perspective of a community law centre.
In June 2019 Dr Adam McAuley of Dublin City University Law Department provided a one hour talk on the provisions and
changes brought about by the Domestic Violence Act 2018.

Training Courses 2019
Introduction to Family Law (February and September 2019)
This course ran twice over four mornings and introduced
participants to the key areas of family law in Ireland. In
particular, the course focused on the family in the context
of the Constitution, legislation, case law and the European
Convention on Human Rights. The course examined the
law in relation to family, children, childcare, cohabitation,
marriage, separation and divorce.
Introduction to Child Law (April and November 2019)
This course ran twice over four mornings and examined the
Constitution, legislation, case law and the European
Convention on Human Rights as applies to the area of Child
Law. The course considered the law in relation to guardianship, custody, access, maintenance, the Child Care Act 1991
and the Child and Family Relationships Act 2015.

Frank Murphy (left) pictured with Professor Gerry Whyte

Social Welfare Law (June/July 2019)

Trinity Comprehensive School Law Club (September 2019)

This course on the social welfare code was delivered by
Professor Gerry Whyte of Trinity College Law School. This
course took place over two weeks and finished during the
first week in July. The course provided a comprehensive
overview of the key legislative provisions as well as
developments in case law. Topics included in the six
sessions included: jobseekers' payments, family
payments, sickness and disability payments, old age
pensions, means-testing and Social welfare appeals.

As in previous years, the Law Centre facilitated a Law Club
at Trinity Comprehensive School. Students participated in
classes on topics that included the Irish Legal System, the
Constitution, European Law, and how the Courts operate
when hearing cases. Students also examined some of the
most topical cases that were of interest to them.
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Alternative
Dispute Resolution
Services

“Thanks to our newly qualified conflict coaches the
Law Centre was able to launch a Conflict Coaching Service in 2019.
This is an exciting addition to our ADR services.”
Sonya Keniry
Project Officer, Ballymun Community Law Centre.
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Alternative Dispute Resolution Services
The Law Centre’s Alternative Dispute Resolution services are delivered on a pro bono basis by a core group
of qualified mediators and conflict coaches and is managed by our Project Officer, Sonya Keniry.
2019 was a busy year for ADR services in the Law Centre. Greater community awareness of the value of the
mediation process saw an increase in inquiries and corresponding casework. 2019 also saw the Law Centre
commence providing a conflict coaching service with our newly qualified conflict coaches.
As in previous years, in 2019 we worked with local schools to facilitate a Peer Mediation Programme.
The Law Centre as part of a mediation services network also continued working with the Courts Service of
Ireland to ensure effective referral of cases from the courts.
The Law Centre is grateful to all our volunteers who continue to provide their time and dedication to support
this work. We were sad to say goodbye to one of our most valued mediators, Orla Brennan, and wish her
luck in the future.

Community Mediation
•

In 2019 there were 18 referrals to the Law Centre for community mediation services, a significant increase
on the previous year.

Throughout the year the Law Centre received regular enquiries from Ballymun residents considering community
mediation as a means to resolve disputes. The nature of the disputes varied widely and included noise disputes,
interfamily issues, referrals from the Gardai and building management issues.

Family Mediation
•

In 2018 there were 20 new referrals to the family mediation service. Of those, 4 cases progressed to mediation.

There has been an increase in the time needed to support the variety and complexity of the issues presenting for
family mediation. Matters relate to blended families, couples whose first language is not English as well as an
increase in the number of cases where one or other participant asserts that they are fearful of the other participant
to the mediation. Particular cases can present challenging circumstances which reinforce our obligation to ensure
that each participant fully understands the mediation process.
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Peer Mediation in Ballymun schools
Peer mediation is an internationally recognised programme aimed at equipping children aged 11 & 12, who are usually
in 5th and 6th class, with critical life skills that will enable them mange conflict and difficult situations as they
transition into teenage life.
2019 marked the ninth year in which BCLC delivered a peer mediation programme in schools in Ballymun. We feel
very privileged to be invited back each year, and we look forward to continue working with the schools and supporting the students with conflict management skills.
In 2019 the programme was delivered in Virgin Mary Boys School, Virgin Mary Girls School and Our Lady of Victories.

5th Class at Our Lady of Victories Girls
graduating from the Peer Mediation
Programme

Courts Mediation Service
The Courts Mediation Project involves the Dublin Circuit and District Civil Courts Office, Dublin Community Mediation,
Ballymun Community Law Centre and Community Law and Mediation. In 2019 the law centre continued to participate in
this project and attended and managed at least one court clinic every three weeks.
The steering group representing the courts service and the participating mediation service providers met four times
during the year. There were also a couple of ad-hoc training sessions during the year.
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Mediators shared learning support meetings
As part of our support for the work of our volunteer mediators the Law Centre facilitated shared learning meetings
during 2019.

Pictured from left to right: Barbara Bergin, Nadette Foley,
Geoffrey Corry and Eugene Boyle

Pictured from left to right: Nadette Foley, Michelle Parsons, Orla Brennan,
Mary Friel, Angela Murray, Fiona Gallagher & Barbara Bergin

Conflict Coaching
During 2019 the Law Centre supported 11 participants complete their certification in conflict coaching. This was
achieved with the support of Mary Lou Kennedy the course manager and trainer. Virtual tutorials took place over
three months as well has role play sessions and the facilitation of independent study groups. Conflict coaching
service delivery commenced in the latter half of 2019.
The aim of the service is to assist those in conflict establish a goal and form a plan to manage the conflict situation.
Barbara Bergin who recently qualified as a conflict coach and is volunteering with the Law Centre describes how
conflict coaching fits in with the mediation model:
“Conflict Management Coaching is a one-to-one process in which a coach helps the client identify and change
problematic responses to conflict. It’s an effective and empowering option for situations where mediation isn’t
suitable. The focused, step- by- step process fosters an understanding of the individual’s own conflict dynamics
and also those of the person they are in dispute with. As such, mediators can refer parties to conflict management
coaching in cases where mediation has reached an impasse due to entrenched patterns of dealing with conflict.
The clients may then return to mediation with a fresh perspective on their role in the conflict. The practical, goal-focused process can be applied to workplace and interpersonal conflict. It facilitates clients to create effective
alternative strategies for managing conflict and achieve their personal goals in relation to the conflict situation.”
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Financial Report
2019

19
20
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Income & Expenditure for year ending 31st December 2019

2018

2019

€

€

Income

172,910

169,180

Expenditure

141,289

158,069

(Deficit) / surplus for the financial year

31,621

11,111

Debtors

5,063

4,824

Cash at bank and in hand

308,679

301,124

313,742

305,948

Within one year

(30,390)

(11,485)

Net current assets

283,352

294,463

Total assets less current liabilities

283,352

294,463

Net assets

283,352

294,463

Sustainability reserve

200,855

200,855

Capital Fund

33,507

33,507

Income and expenditure account

48,990

60,101

Members funds

283,352

294,463

Statement of financial position as of 31st December 2019
Current Assets

Creditors: amounts falling due

Capital and Reserves
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We understand
legal problems and
we’re here to help.

Legal Advice

Unit 1A Shangan Neighbourhood Centre,
Shangan Road, Ballymun, Dublin 9, D09 F954.
T: + 353 (0) 1 862 5805

Education

W: www.bclc.ie
E: info@bclc.ie

/ballymuncommunitylawcentre
Registered No. 379176. Charity No. 14610.
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Mediation

